
Analysing the above lists we note a great number of different hosts 
representing life-forms ranging from climbers and small-leaved shrubs 
to a tall canopy tree. Infestation is not confined to native species nor 
to evergreens, a number of the above species being deciduous. Slow
ing down of the sap flow in winter seems to make no difference to 
the growth of the hemi-parasite which indeed was particularly lux
uriant, for instance, on the large pussy willows at Kelsey's Bush, 
where the green leaves of the Loranthus could function fully without 
competition for light. Loranthus is always found in sunny situations— 
on shrubs and climbers in the open or at the edge of the bush, on 
solitary trees in open places, and high on tall trees such as the 
emergent totaras of Peel Forest—and however unselective it may be 
of host species they must supply this need for light. A large plant of 
Loranthus growing on a totara at Ohau died when shaded by the 
crown of the host. A need for light would also explain its frequent 
occurrence on small-leaved shrubs whose foliage does not completely 
exclude the sunlight. An abundance of birdlife is also needed for 
distribution of the seeds. 

Host plants show no obvious signs of impoverishment even when 
harbouring a number of these hemi-parasites. 

The frequency of Loranthus in Kelsey's Bush and the environs of 
Peel Forest (broadly speaking, the foothills of inland southern Can
terbury) was conspicuously greater than I have seen anywhere else, 
and I would be interested to hear of other localities where it is 
plentiful, and also of its occurrence on hosts other than those listed 
here. 

. Notes on Ferns 

WHILE in the Wairongomai Valley, west of Lake Wairarapa, we came 
across the parsley fern. Botrychium australe. On returning to show it 
to an Auckland visitor in March we had quite a long search but 
eventually found one plant, then several others nearby. This time 
they had fertile fronds distinctly more yellow than the sterile fronds. 
A plant was taken to Otari where it appears to be doing well in the 
new fern section. Since then the Auckland visitor has seen the species 
in the Waitakere Ranges where it was again quite abundant in a 
particular small area. 

Anogramma leptophylla. We have recently looked for this tiny 
annual fern unsuccessfully on the cliffs at Seatoun, and also on 
Miramar steps where one member remembers Dr Oliver showing it 
to the Society many years ago. Does anyone know where it can be 
found near Wellington? 
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